June 2021 Celestial Timings
by Cayelin K Castell
Done is Better than Perfect – Especially During Mercury Retrograde
We begin June in the midst of a Mercury Retrograde that lasts until June 22 and an Eclipse Cauldron
that began with the May 26 Total Lunar Eclipse and the June 11 Annular Solar Eclipse/Ring of Fire
https://cayelincastell.com/solar-eclipses-new-timeline/. These Eclipses are accelerating our desire to
step even more boldly into the Spiritual Quest for greater Truth and Meaning letting go of our
current reality in favor of co-creating a New Earth Reality based in Love, Light, Joy, Bliss, Magic,
Miracles, Courage, Kindness and Compassion through playful creative FUN!
This suggests it might be helpful to revisit some things I have
shared in the past from The Mysteries of the Great Cross of
Hendaye – Alchemy and the End of Time by Jay Weidner and
Vincent Bridges. This book explores the galactic super wave
or the galactic energy bursts coming from Galactic Center at
certain time intervals.
The galactic superwave, composed of superhot cosmic-ray
particles traveling at close to the speed of light, would
appear from Earth as a brilliant blue-white spot of light –
about the size of Mars – in (the constellation) Sagittarius
(also known as the Archer), surrounded by a slightly larger
and less bright halo. This source, perhaps as much as a
thousand times brighter than any star, would be visible even
in daylight. http://www.sangraal.com/AMET/index.html
Myths from around the world are encoded with
astronomical information about planetary cycles, seeming
disasters, and other shifts in the heavens such as Zeus
(Jupiter) overthrowing his father (Saturn) describing when
Jupiter catches up to Saturn every 20 years, or the story of
Sekhmet (the daughter of Ra, the Egyptian Sun God)
scorching the Earth with her fury or the tale of the
Mahabarata describing a war between the gods that scorched the Earth thought to be describing a
pervious great shift in time.
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Interestingly, Hopi legend speaks of the Blue Star Spirit or
Blue Star Kachina that closely matches the description of the
galactic pulse or superwave as described in the Great Cross
of Hendaye.
Toltec and Aztec wisdom says we are leaving the time of the
5th Sun and entering the time of the 6th Sun representing a
more Yin or receptive energy leaving the more Yang or
aggressive energy of the past 6,625 years.
https://www.healyourlife.com/2021-heralds-the-dawningof-a-new-age-the-age-of-the-sixth-sun

The End of Time and the Beginning of a New Time
Dieter Broers author of Solar Revolution: Why Mankind Is on the Cusp of an Evolutionary Leap
describes it as a new beginning we haven’t yet imagined. The Earth and our entire solar system is
receiving more light codes or photon energy via the Sun and the comets and the Galactic core than in
any previously recorded time we know of.
In 1997 Alexey Dimitreiv published information showing all the planets in our solar system are
dramatically increasing signs of energetic activity, including atmospheric pressure, brightness from the
Aurora Borealis, magnetic field strength and cataclysmic activity. This suggests that our entire solar
system is experiencing this increased hyper-dimensional energy.
http://tmgnow.com/repository/global/planetophysical.html
Here is another perspective from Kireal The Great Shift
Photon energy is the powerful new energy source that will replace
electricity in the new millennium. It's a free energy source and nobody
can monopolize it. Its outer edge or belt has already reached Earth's
atmosphere and is affecting not only Earth but many planets in the
solar system.
Photon energy is light energy, and it permeates the Earth in waves. It
has the power to extend human life because it realigns the human
body into a lightbody. Photon energy vibrates at a very high frequency
and confers the power of instant manifestation of thought. Therefore,
it is essential to maintain clarity and purity of thought by practicing
daily meditation, being in the "now," and staying heart-centered.
In one sense, the Great Shift in Consciousness is the evolution of Mother Earth and her
inhabitants into the realm of photon energy for the next 2,000 years.
For a full explanation of photon energy and the evolution of consciousness, see Chapter 4 in
Kirael: The Great Shift Revised Edition. https://www.kirael.com
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All this suggests it has never been more important to focus our attention and intention on what we
would like this New Time to be like. For me this includes moving away from the competitive
destructive model we have been living with, energizing a loving, cooperative constructive model where
all our needs are easily met and we are joyously celebrating the kind, caring, magical gifts we each
bring to this New Time. Thank You! Aho! Gracias! Mahalo! Etc…

June 2021 Sky Happenings
We begin June with Mercury Retrograde
until June 22 (see this 10 minute video
with insights into Mercury Retrograde
https://youtu.be/i_2d_u8IJig and Venus
within 10 degrees of Mercury until June
06 representing the Return of the Divine
Feminine a.k.a the Shekinah
https://cayelincastell.com/venus-andmercury-return-of-the-shekinah/
June 10, Thursday. Ring of Fire Solar
Eclipse as described by earthsky.org
https://earthsky.org/tonight/annularsolar-eclipse-on-june-10-2021/
And this 7 minute video gives insights on how to work with the Ring of Fire Annular Eclipse
https://youtu.be/EOmVUNNqWRk
June 11, Friday. Features the second Venus Moon
conjunction visible in the evening sky representing the
sacral chakra gate. The Moon is about a day and half into its
new cycle and is 2.3% illuminated, sitting 3° lower right of
Venus shining at the -3.8 Magnitude at dusk Just 10° above
the horizon.
You will still need a fairly low horizon line to see Venus and
the Moon in the West North West.
Venus is Out of Bounds from May 23, 2021 at 08:05 am
PDT until June 18, 2021 at 02:12 am PDT. (maximum is 24
degrees 26)
Find out More about Out of Bounds Venus here
https://cayelincastell.com/wild-cards-or-the-out-ofbounds-planets/
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To learn more about the significance of this Venus Moon conjunction and how to work with it
ceremonially check out the Venus Alchemy evening star journey by clicking on the image below.

Venus Alchemy Journey
with the New World Story Teller
Rainbow Gemini Goddess Initiation
No Previous Knowledge of Astrology Is
Necessary to Be a Part of This Ceremonial Journey

The Journey Begins May 02, 2021
Details are here
https://venusalchemy.com/gemini-evening-star-sales-page-2021/
June 13, Sunday. Similar to the May Moon Magic after being with Venus on June 11 the Moon catches
up to Mars and passes the red planet on June 13 due to Venus rapidly catching up to Mars (exact in
July) the Moon is with Mars only two nights after have been with Venus.
In July Venus and Mars are so close to each other - the Moon will visit them both on the same night.
On June 13 however the lunar Crescent is a little less than 3° above Mars at a magnitude of 1.8 or half
as bright as Pollux in the consolation of the Twins. Pollux is about 10° to the right of Mars.
June 20, Sunday. The June Solstice is exact at 8:32 PM Pacific time or 11:32 PM eastern time. More on
the Solstice. More here https://cayelincastell.com/celebrating-the-solstices/
The Sun is on the Galactic Cross within the Sacred Hoop of Stars on the June Solstice. More here
https://cayelincastell.com/june-solstice-magic/
June 21, Monday. As Venus moves along the ecliptic it is passing near
the 1.2 magnitude star Pollux in the constellation of the Twins. At dusk
the two are only separated by 5°. On the evening of June 24 and 25th
Venus will be in a direct line with Castor and Pollux spanning about 12°
parallel to the WNW horizon. https://cayelincastell.com/the-twinscastor-pollux/
June 22, Tuesday. The Moon is passing the bright red star Antares in
the Scorpion.
This month Antares also is the brightest star the Moon gets closest to
though the Moon does pass nearly as close to Regulus on the evening
of the June 15.
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June 23, Wednesday. Mars at 1.8 magnitude is moving through
the center of the Beehive Cluster on June 23. To see this you will
most likely need binoculars and look low in the WNS starting
about 90 minutes after sunset. From mid northern latitudes the
planet and cluster are just 7° above the horizon as twilight
deepens and sets soon after. Mars is near this cluster from June
22-24 so you have a couple of backup opportunities in case of
clouds on the 23rd.
When Planets are passing the Beehive Cluster (7 Leo) we are
reminded of Bee Blessings that come from many ancient Goddess
or Divine Feminine symbols.
Bees matter and are essential to the whole. Environmentally,
Bees are vital to the health and well-being of our planet
pollinating flowers and crops so they can reproduce. This is why
Bees are considered a fertility symbol. Bees also teach us about
enjoying the blessings of nectar or sweetness of life.
A good question to consider is … Are you enjoying the sweetness of life? If not what can you do to
change that?
On the morning of June 25 if you live in the western half of the
US or in Mexico you’ll see an occultation of the Moon over Nunki
a star that marks the vane of the Arrow in the constellation of the
Archer – pointing directly to Galactic Center. Nunki shines at 2.1
magnitude
From most of the western half of the US and Hawaii the 15 1/2
day old Moon will cover the star. For other locations further east
of the event occurs in morning twilight or around sunrise.
August 18 and 19 (when the Moon is 11 days
old) a slim section of the far southern US,
Central America and Northern South America
will see the star disappear once again.
June 27, Sunday. After opening the month by
visiting Jupiter and the Moon is book ending by
closing in on Saturn. And the predawn hours the
waning gibbous Moon is within less than 5°
below Saturn shining at +0.4 magnitude. Both
objects are found right in the middle of the Goat
Fish a.k.a. Capricornus.
Of course the brilliant Moon will make it difficult to see most of the stars in this part of the sky.
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Meteor Showers
June 7 the Arietids peak and are favored with a New Moon
Eclipse on June 11 though it helps to be near the equator to
see them.
June 15 Lyrids peak though not much has been observed
from them in recent years. Look towards bright star Vega in
the Summer Triangle and the Pole Star 13,000 years ago.
June 27 Bootids peak best observing in Northern
Hemisphere. Look to constellation Bootes where Arcturus
is located. This one is known for very slow meteors.

June Sky Worth Noting
This month the Milky Way lies to the south at night
and the constellations the Sun moves through during
the winter are easily visible, including the Scorpion,
the Archer, the Scales (where Saturn is located) and
the Virgin Priestess (where Mars is still located).
Also prominent this month are seven main stars of
the constellation of the Virgin Priestess (a.k.a. Virgo),
Vindemiatrix, Zaniah, Porrima, Zavijava, Khambalia,
Auva, and Spica.
The most visible star in this group is the bright bluish white
star Spica, "spike of grain" where the Moon is on June 19 this
month.
Higher in the sky and a bit to the right of Spica is the star
Denebola marking the lion's tail in the constellation also
known as Leo. If you follow a direct line from Spica to the
upper left you will see the bright red star Arcturus, creating what is known as the Spring Triangle.
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Arcturus in June
Arcturus is beautiful to see in the June night sky.
Some feel it is the most distinctive of all the skies
bright stars. Using the handle of the Big Dipper
you can arc to Arcturus.
Arcturus is a -0.5 magnitude star making it the
fourth brightest star in our night sky. However
sitting at a number three is Alpha Centauri using
a combination of two stars at magnitude -0.1
and 1.35. If you treat these two stars individually
then Arcturus becomes the third brightest star.
For observers in northern latitudes Arcturus is
second only to the brightest star in the night sky
Sirius who shines at a magnitude of -1.44.
This means Arcturus rules the evening Sky from
late spring to mid-autumn during the time that Sirius is absent in the evening hours.
A further remarkable indicator of Arcturus’ brightness is it’s daytime visibility having been spotted with
the naked eye right at sunset. The great 19th century German visual observer JF Julius Schmidt claimed
he saw Arcturus without optics 24 minutes before sunset.
If you are in mid-northern latitudes Arcturus crosses the Meridian at an altitude of roughly 65°
however for those in Hawaii Arcturus appears to be nearly directly overhead. That is why Arcturus was
such an important navigational aid to early Polynesian sailors who determine their latitude by noting
what stars appeared on the Zenity. Between about 1219 and 1266 A.D. some of these South Pacific
sailors found the Hawaiian island chain with Arcturus overhead so they knew they could use that star
to return to these new lands.
Arcturus brightness stands out along with its Bright red color. Also Arcturus is known for its origin and
its age. Our Sun is roughly 4.6 billion years. Astronomers estimate Arcturus to be 7.1 billion years old
more than half the age of the universe itself.
Among the countless stars that travel within the Milky Way, Arcturus is tilted only slightly toward our
galaxies equatorial plane. Astronomers feel it may be possible that Arcturus, along with 52 other stars
that do the same thing, are from another Galaxy that collided with the Milky Way a very long time ago.
These insights come from astronomer Fred SCHAFF shared in Sky and Telescop Magazine.
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Stars worth noting in the Night Sky this Month
This month the Milky Way is seen lying flat
around the horizon so not clearly visible unless
you look up to the Northeast highest part in
Cygnus the Swan. However this position of the
Milky Way gives us the sense of the Plane of
the Galaxy. Plus, when looking Northeast
toward Cygnus Galactic Center is to your right.
Also prominent this month is the constellation of the Virgin
Priestess (a.k.a. Virgo) containing seven main stars. The most
visible star in this group is the bright bluish white star Spica,
meaning "spike of grain" reminding us we reap what we sew.
The Stellar Triangle is a perfect 30-60-90 degree right triangle
and includes Regulus (in the constellation of the Lion), Spica (in
the constellation of the Virgin Priestess) and Arcturus (in the
constellation of Bootes).
Once each month the Moon illuminates Regulus and a few days
later passes by Spica further energizing the lights codes from
these stars. This is happening May 19 at the Last Quarter Moon
(29 Leo) within one degree of Regulus (0 Virgo) and then the
Moon catches up to Spica around May 23.

Crab
Lion

Priestess

Spica
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The image above features another triangle with Spica, Arcturus and Denebola the tail of the Lion
becoming more visible this month rising later in the evening marking the tail of the Lion and featuring
the bright star Denebola, 43 light years away.
Venus is traveling through the Sacred Hoop of Stars exiting on June 23.
The Sacred Hoop of Stars (as they were known to the Lakota Sioux and other Plains Indians) are
dropping lower in the western sky after Sunset. This configuration of stars is what astronomer’s
sometimes call the ‘winter hexagon’ though the Sacred Hoop includes the Pleiades on the outer edge
rather than Aldebaran, the eye of the Bull. The top star of the Hoop this month is Capella and moving
clockwise includes the Pleiades, Rigel, Sirius, and Procyon, and Pollux and Castor.
The Ecliptic (plane of the solar system and the path the planets travel) and the Milky Way (plane of the
galaxy) intersect near the middle of this hoop of Stars forming a cross within a circle. The place of the
intersection occurs at what is called the Galactic Edge, where we look out beyond our Galaxy. The
center point of the cross is located between the feet of the Twins and the horns of the Bull. This
intersection is the place in the sky where the summer solstice (0 degree Cancer) is currently located.
Orion and the Hyades
are located inside the
Sacred Hoop and are
easily spotted this
time of year.
Interestingly, the
Mayans perceived the
sword of Orion as a
sacred fire of creation
inside a fire pit.
Modern astronomers
have discovered this
is a place where new
stars are being
birthed!

Sacred Hoop of Stars

Pleiades

May 08 Venus with Pleiades
May 17 Venus with Aldebaran
May 25 Venus with Elnath
Jun 02 Venus on the Cross
Jun 23 Venus exits the Hoop

Here is a new article I just posted on Mercury Miscommunication Challenges that can happen at
anytime but are often heightened in Mercury Retrograde.
Note: All the events listed in the Celestial Timings have a minimum three day impact including the day
before and the day after. In many cases, the planetary effects extend into weeks, months and even
years. Noting the sign and degree of the aspects and planets helps you to know if these events are
directly affecting your own natal chart. The Celestial Timings then are a great guide to sensing into how
these energies affect us collectively and also when to pay extra close attention to the personal
initiations we all go through.
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